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Toss-Up Questions
1. It has been variously associated with hockey players, musicians, and working-class men. An
apocryphal story tells of this term being coined by the Beastie Boys, but the earliest recorded
usage predates them. Its key advantages are the fact that it can be trimmed at home with only a
mirror and that it keeps the ears exposed. Most agree that it had its glory days in the 1970's and
80's, but there is disagreement over whether or not it is making a comeback. For ten points, name
this hairstyle, adopted by James K. Polk early in his term, which is short in the front but long in
the back.
Answer: mullet
2. The first man to hold this position was Frederick Muhlenberg, who held it on two nonconsecutive occasions and as a member of two different parties. James G. Blaine held it from
1869 to 1875 and John Bell from 1834 - 1835. Its powers increased dramatically after 1811, but
were curbed after the tenure of Joseph Cannon. Typically, this figure does not vote except in
cases of a tie, but that was not the case under Henry Clay. For ten points, name this post, held by
James K. Polk from 1835 - 1839, the presiding officer of the House of Representatives.
Answer: Speaker of the House (prompt on Speaker)
3. The two founding members of this band were boyhood friends from Massachusetts who
reunited after college and became fixtures of the Manhattan underground. After being reviewed
in People magazine their fortunes rapidly increased and their second album, Lincoln, knocked
U2's The Joshua Tree off the top of the Billboard Charts. Further albums include Flood, Apollo
18 and John Henry, and notable singles include Particle Man. For ten points, name this
alternative music group who recorded the song "James K. Polk" on their Factory Showroom
album.
Answer: They Might Be Giants
4. Although a staunch opponent of sectionalism, he once boasted that his home state could
single-handedly invade and conquer Canada. Rumor had it that Andrew Jackson vetoed the act
creating the Maysville Road because it would have run past this man's estate at Ashland, and
Jackson listed not shooting him as a major regret. He was part of the diplomatic team sent to
negotiate the Treaty of Ghent and later served as John Quincy Adams's Secretary of State. FIP,
name this leader of the Whig Party, who ran against James K. Polk in the 1844 Presidential
election.
Answer: Henry Clay
5. His fiancee died in a suspected suicide after her father refused to bless their marriage on the
basis of him being of insufficient social class to wed her. Distraught, he turned to politics and
served as Andrew Jackson's minister to Russia. Early in Polk's term, he suggested that the
President keep a daily journal, which may have been his longest lasting achievement under a
President who mostly conducted his own foreign policy. FIP, name Polk's Secretary of State, a
future President perhaps more famous for being a life-long bachelor.

Answer: James Buchanan
6. This city hosted both the Whig and Democratic National Conventions in 1844, a not uncommon occurrence in the era. Indeed, this coastal metropolis would not be replaced as the
national convention capital of the United States until the rise of Chicago in the 1860's. These
days, it is more famous for attractions such as the American Visionary Art Museum, Federal Hill
Park, the Edgar Allan Poe House, the B&O Railroad Museum, the USS Constellation, and a
Major League Baseball franchise which objected to moving the Montreal Expos to Washington
DC. For ten points, name this city in Maryland.
Answer: Baltimore
7. The name's the same: one was passed in 1882 over the veto of Chester Alan Arthur, while
another one was less successful in 1846. During the Senate debate on the older incarnation, John
C. Calhoun made his infamous argument that rivers should be classified as inland seas, a position
for which he was mocked, but which would have justified federally-funded improvements on
rivers regardless of interstate concerns. That same incarnation was supported by a coalition of
Whigs, who generally favored Internal Improvements of any sort, and Western Democrats, who
viewed its measures as highly beneficial to their constituents. For ten points, name this piece of
legislation deemed unconstitutional by Polk, which would have appropriated federal funds for
improvements to facilitate the transfer of goods over water.
Answer: the Rivers and Harbors Act (prompt on Rivers or Harbors alone)
8. He left the Senate rather than violate a resolution of instruction ordering him to support the
removal of funds from the Second Bank of the United States, an action which contributed to the
Whigs losing control of the chamber. Many Jacksonians joked that he would retire to psalmsinging, but instead he served as Mayor of Newark and Chancellor of New York University
before taking on his most famous role. His strong religious views made him an object of
mockery and may have lost his party the support of secular voters in key states, and, more
importantly, failed to attract "conscience Whigs" worried about his running mate's immoral
personal habits and slavery stance. For ten points, name this New Jersey minister and Whig
candidate for Vice-President in 1844.
Answer: Theodore Frelinghuysen
9. It was founded in 1789 at a location that drew its name from a small Anglican church. The old
well, a bell tower, botanical gardens, the Morehead Planetarium, and the Ackland Art Museum
are campus attractions, while the school colors are light blue and white, and the mascot is a ram.
For ten points, name James K. Polk's Alma Mater, the home of the Tar Heels.
Answer: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
10. In 1860, he opposed secession, but ultimately supported the decision of his home state of
Tennessee to leave the Union and became a reluctant Confederate. Sixteen years earlier, he had
been anything but a reluctant supporter of Polk, campaigning for him heavily. In spite of the
future Volunteer State voting Whig, he was rewarded with the cabinet post most closely
associated with heavy patronage and the spoils system, but chose to use his powers for good by
introducing the first American postage stamp. For ten points, name Polk's Postmaster General,
who shares his first name with a geologic formation and a Platonic Allegory and a last name with

two Presidents.
Answer: Cave Johnson (prompt on Cave)
11. Famous adherents of this denomination have included both President James Buchanan and
his Vice-President, John C. Breckinridge, as well as William Jennings Bryan and Ronald
Reagan. TV's Fred Rogers was an ordained minister in it, as was John Witherspoon, the only
clergyman to sign the declaration of independence. Its history in the United States has been
marked by constant splintering into smaller groups led by different sets of elders, and it suffered
greatly during the Second Great Awakening as followers left its simple and austere services for
more evangelical sects. For ten points, name this Protestant Church, into which James K. Polk
was born, but not baptized, a Calvinist denomination tracing itself to John Knox.
Answer: Presbyterianism (prompt on Calvinism before it is mentioned; do not accept
Church of Scotland)
12. In 1792 it cast 12 electoral votes for George Washington, then 19 for Jefferson in 1804. By
1812, it had 29 electoral votes, with the number reaching 36 by 1824. It reached a peak of 47
electoral votes in the 1930's, but it has historically been in the mid to low 30's. In 2004, it cast
31 electoral votes for John Kerry, despite having a long-serving Republican Governor. That may
change in 2006, in what may be a headache for Wall Street. For ten points, name this state,
where the Liberty Party helped James K. Polk win the Presidency by stealing votes from Henry
Clay.
Answer: New York
13. In an early precursor of supply-side economics, it increased government revenue while
making certain cuts in duties, but it was mainly sold to Western voters by promising to increase
grain exports, a feat which it accomplished by inciting a reciprocal repeal of the British Corn
Laws. Opposition from manufacturing states ultimately proved insufficient in Congress, and it
would not be repealed until 1857, allowing Polk to claim one of the four major goals of his
administration. For ten points, identity this 1846 tariff, named for Polk's Secretary of the
Treasury.
Answer: Walker Tariff (prompt on Tariff of 1846 until that year is mentioned in the
tossup)
14. A city named for him in Oregon boasts a population of 12,329 and, among other attractions,
an Aquatic Center at which visitors are urged to "Discover the Wonders of Water". His
involvement in Pennsylvania politics included a long conflict with James Buchanan and support
for the Second Bank of the United States, which should have doomed his chances in the Polk
administration. Ironically, he was selected for his post precisely because he disagreed with Polk
on the tariff, and thus represented a reconciliation between pro- and anti- tariff Democrats.
Despite this heritage, when the Walker Tariff came before the Senate, he cast the tiebreaking
vote in favor of it, dooming his political career in his native state. For ten points, name Polk's
Vice-President, who also has a significantly larger city named after him in Texas.
Answer: George Mifflin Dallas
15. A central plank of the 1844 Democratic platform, a bill creating it was signed into law by
Polk in 1846. It had first been suggested by Martin Van Buren in the wake of the Panic of 1837,

and in 1840 he managed to establish it with the aid of the Loco-Focos, but a Whig Congress
abolished it the next year. It was briefly replaced by national banks during the Civil War, but
survived largely unchanged until 1920, when it was finally closed in favor of the new Federal
Reserve System. For ten points, name this system of depositories for federal funds, separate from
banks of any kind.
Answer: the Independent Treasury (also accept Subtreasury)
15. It is currently led by Bill Thomas of California, who made headlines in 2004 with his plan to
eliminate the federal income tax. Former chairman have included Millard Fillmore, William
McKinley, and Dan Rostenkowski. Considered one of the most powerful committees in the
House, its jurisdiction includes Human Resources, Oversight, Health, Social Security, Trade,
and, of course, Select Revenue Measures. For ten points, name this committee, once chaired by
Polk, that is responsible for most tax bills.
Answer: Committee on Ways and Means
16. After losing an 1843 run for Governor, James K. Polk lamented that this city had become a
"Sod om and Gomorrah of Whiggery". In 1963, its municipal government merged with that of
Davidson County, making it one of the few cities that governs its suburbs. Important healthcare
companies based in and around here include the Fortune 500 Hospital Corporation of America,
as well as LifeWay, American Health ways, American HomePatient, and Psychiatric Solutions,
while important institutions of higher learning include Belmont University, Fisk University,
Lipscomb University, and Vanderbilt University. For ten points, name this "Music City, USA",
the largest city in Tennessee.
Answer: Nashville
pronunciation guide: Xalapa (Ha-Ia-pa)
17. Its port, founded in 1519, was where the vast majority of silver mined from the Viceroyalty
of New Spain was loaded onto treasure fleets for shipment to Spain. This attracted many pirates
and other sea-based ruffians, and in response the fortress of San Juan de Ulua was built. Federal
Highway 140 connects it to the state capital of Xalapa, and a 264 mile railroad crosses several
mountain ranges to connect it to Mexico City, along the route taken by three separate conquerers
of Mexico. For ten points, name this third largest Mexican port, which was amphibiously
assaulted and captured by Winfield Scott during the Mexican-American War, and which is
named for an authentic rood.
Answer: Veracruz
18. William Hogarth likened practitioners of this denomination as "enthusiasts full of credulity,
superstition, and fanaticism", and others feared that their doctrines of salvation by new birth,
justification by faith, and constant and sustained action of the Holy Spirit upon he believer's soul
would produce ill effects upon weak minds. However, this same enthusiasm, combined with
traveling open-air preaching methods, made it enormously popular, especially in the New World,
where it was the chief beneficiary of the Second Great Awakening. James K. Polk attended
services of this denomination throughout his life, but was not baptized into it until he was on his
deathbed. For ten points, name this Protestant Church, which traces itself to John Wesley.
Answer: Methodism

19. He co-founded the Round Hill secondary school in Northampton, Massachusetts, and the
promotion of secondary education was one of his lifelong hobbies, but he is more famous for
another Academy he helped establish. He had studied at the University of Gottingen in Germany
from 1818 to 1821, an experience which helped him develop an early version of American
Transcendentalism. He briefly taught at Harvard, but found the atmosphere too pedantic and left.
In 1844, he ran unsuccessfully for Governor of Massachusetts, but in doing so gained the
attention of the national party and of a President looking for a New Englander to balance his
cabinet. For ten points, name Polk's Secretary of the Navy, who also wrote a History of the
United States.
Answer: George Bancroft
20. The defending army was outnumbered 14,000 to 5,000, but when the attackers asked the
defenders to surrender, the defending general told his counterpart to "go to Hell." The attackers
could not overcome either the defender's heavy artillery, nor the bravery of Jefferson Davis and
his Tennessee volunteers. By the end of the day, Santa Anna had fled the battlefield, and
American soldiers had found his dinner carriage and were consuming his abandoned meal. For
ten points, name this 1847 victory for Zachary Taylor, which shares its name with a social club.
Answer: Buena Vista
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Bonus Questions
1. Polk was the eleventh President. FfPE, name these other things vaguely related to the number
eleven.
[10] Name either of the two teams that played in the 1911 World Series.
Answer: New York Giants or Philadelphia Athletics
[10] Name the leader overthrown on September 11, 1973.
Answer: Salvador Allende
[10] In the Chicagoland and Northwest Indiana Area, what network broadcasts on Channel II?
Answer: Public Broadcasting Service
2. As a teenager, Polk once had kidney stones. FfPE, answer the following about different kinds
of stones, ones that used to be alive.
[10] South America is the most common place to find fossils of these types of Dinosaurs,
armored sauropods whose ranks included Saltasaurus.
Answer: Titanosaurs
[10] 1991 saw the discovery of the fossilized remains of this largest-known Dromaeosaur, a
relative of the Velociraptor named after the Beehive State.
Answer: Utahraptor
[10] 1983 saw the discovery of Bruce's favorite dinosaur, a unique therapod with a crocodilelike snout and a long claw on its hands which it probably used to catch fish. For a final ten
points, name this creature, whose name translates as "Heavy Claw".
Answer: Baryonx
3. By the time that Polk was alive, South America was on most world maps. For points points
each an an extra five for all correct, given a statement, say if its true for Uruguay, true for

Paraguay, true for both, or true for neither.
[S] Has a Head of State named Vazquez
Answer: Uruguay
[S] Has a bicameral legislature.
Answer: both
[S] Has Supreme Court judges nominated by the President
Answer: Uruguay
[S] Has a currency not called the Peso
Answer: Paraguay
[S] Had a budget surplus in 2004
Answer: Neither
4. Polk liked to wage war. Answer the following about a man who studies war.
[10] After earning a PhD. from Chicago in 1988, this former student of John Mearsheimer taught
at various military academies before taking a job at Dartmouth. There, he published a book on
Strategic Air Power before returning to Chicago as an Associate Professor.
Answer: Robert "Bob" Anthony Pape, Jr.
[10] Name old Bob Pape's book about Strategic Air Power, in which he argues that air power has
coercive ability only where it decreases the enemy's probability of achieving its goals.
Answer: Bombing to Win
[10] In May 200S, Bob Pape will release a book on the strategic logic of suicide terrorism. For a
final ten points, name the book's publisher.
Answer: Random House
S. Polk was never really into rap. But maybe you are, so, for ten points each, given the following
lesser tracks, identify the rap artist on whose latest album they occur.
[10] God Gave Me Style, Gunz Come Out, GAT man and Robin
Answer: 50 Cent
[10] Church for Thugs, West Side Story, Special
Answer: The Game
[10] Mr. Niceguy, Ms. Holy Roller, Pump Ya Breaks, Switch
Answer: Will Smith
6. Polk spoke a language. For ten points each, identify the following groups of languages, none
of which were spoken by Polk.
[10] According to Matt Weiner, "Gaelic" should be an acceptable answer to this part of the
bonus. Unfortunately for you, Matt Weiner is wrong, because the Gaelic tongues are merely a
subset of this larger group.
Answer: Celtic
[10] The discovery of this language family proved that Proto-In do-European had a pharyngeal h.
Some of its speakers once fought a battle at Kadesh.
Answer: Hittite
[10] Linguists were shocked when this language was discovered, because it was a centum
language found in the east, where none where thought to exist. Indo-European racial
supremacists were also shocked, because the speakers of this language, who lived along the Silk

Road in Western China, were conquered by Sinetic and Altaic peoples.
Answer: Tocharian
7. Polk was a President. Given a Presidential nickname, identify the President for ten points, for
five if you need a less obscure nickname, or for one point if you need a description.
[10] Granny
[5] Old Tippecanoe
[1] He only lasted 30 days.
Answer: William Henry Harrison
[10] Young Hickory of the Granite Hills
[5] Hero of Many a Well-Fought Bottle
[1] He was the only President from New Hampshire.
Answer: Franklin Pierce
[10] Ice Veins
[5] Little Ben
[1] He's that guy that came between Grover Cleveland's two terms.
Answer: Benjamin Harrison
7. Polk thought that the federal government couldn't build a road unless it went between at least
two states. Given a state nickname, identify the following states.
[10] Peace Garden State
Answer: North Dakota
[10] Sagebrush State
Answer: Nevada
[10] Beehive State
Answer: Utah
9. Polk could produce a large amount of sounds, just like you or me. Given a word or words,
classify its initial consonant by place or places of articulation. For instance, if I say "Warsaw",
you will say "Labiovelar".
[10] Canada, Gas
Answer: Velar
[10] Theocratic, Thesis
Answer: Interdental (prompt on Dental)
[10] Hat
Answer: Glottal
10. As a young man in rural Tennessee, James Polk surely must have looked up at the night sky
and wondered what was out there. For ten points each, identify these people who could give him
the answer.
[10] This Russian cosmonaut was the first human in space.
Answer: Y uri Alexeyevich Gagarin
[10] This American astronaut was the first American in outer space. He was also the first man to
play golf on the moon.

Answer: Alan Shepard
[10] This Russian cosmonaut was the first woman in space.
Answer: Valentina Vladimirovna Tereshkova
11. If Polk were alive today, he'd probably at least have heard of Star Wars. For ten points each,
identify these characters from the Star Wars Universe.
[10] This Neimodian was Viceroy of the Trade Federation in episodes 1-3 before being killed by
Darth Vader in Return of the Sith.
Answer: Nute Gunray
[10] This was the highest-ranking Gungan leader seen in The Phantom Menance. He rules the the
city of Otoh Gunga on Naboo.
Answer: Boss Nass
[10] The most famous Dug in the Prequel Trilogy is this Podracing champion, who was defeated
by a young Anakin Skywalker in The Phantom Menance.
Answer: Sebulba
12. Polk never had a second term. That's were he differs from this bonus format. For five points
each and an additional five for all correct, given a statement, state whether it is true for Paraguay,
Uruguay, both, or neither.
[5] Has the color red on its flag
Answer: Paraguay
[5] Has the color blue on its flag
Answer: both
[5] Has over 10,000 km of paved highways
Answer: Paraguay
[5] Is a significant exporter of Dairy Products
Answer: Uruguay
[5] Has the word "Oriental" in its official name.
Answer: Uruguay
13. As a successful politician, Polk would have been very familiar with political parties and with
Congress. Given a year and a political party, state whether they controlled the Senate, the House,
both, or neither for five points each with an extra five for all correct.
[5] Whigs, 1847
Answer: House
[5] Federalists, 1799
Answer: both
[5] Democrats, 1889
Answer: neither
[5] Republicans, 1955
Answer: neither
[5] Republicans, 1985
Answer: Senate
14. Polk probably never saw a river dolphin in his life. But maybe you have. For ten points each,
given a river or rivers in which it lives, give the common local name for a species of river

dolphin.
[10] Amazon and Orinoco Rives
Answer: Boto
[10] Ganges and Indus Rivers
Ansswer: Susu
[10] Yangtze River
Answer: Baiji
15. Polk's oratory is often said to fill his foes with fear. So are R.L. Stein's Goosebump books.
For ten points each, given the plot of a book in the Goosebumps series, name the book.
[10] Evan visits an old toy store and buys a can of a a slimy green substance. Unfortunately, it
starts to grow and develop a monstrous appetite.
Answer: Monster Blood
[10] Sue and her brother Eddie are visiting London when they get locked inside the Tower of
London. They are then chased by an executioner who wants them dead.
Answer:
[10] Greg discovers a camera that makes horrible things happen to those whose picture it takes.
Answer: Say Cheese And Die
16. As a dark-horse candidate, Polk entered the election underrated, much like these bench
players from around baseball. FTPE, identify them.
[10] Before becoming Toronto's full-time left fielder, this former Texas Ranger served as a
super-utility man, capable of playing Left Field, Right Field, First Base, Third Base, and Second
Base.
Answer: Frank Catalanotto
[10] According to Jose Canseco, this former rookie of the year could have become a great player
if he had taken steroids. Instead, he now occasionally pinch-hits for the Cubs, who acquired him
near the end of last season.
Answer: Ben Grieve
[10] A native of Bani in the Dominician Republic, this man played for the Hiroshima Carps in
Japan before going to the Mets, whom he led to the World Series. These days, he's a backup
outfielder for the White Sox.
Answer: Timo Perez
17. If Polk had been alive in 1980, he probably would have hated Communists. For ten points
each, identify the following weapons made by communists to destroy America.
[10] Produced by Sukhoi, this fighter plane is considered the most maneuverable military jet in
the world. Variants are currently exported to China, Vietnam, and India.
Answer: Su-27 Flanker (accept either)
[10] This Soviet ballistic missile submarine had two hulls, making it the largest submarine ever
put into the ocean. All of them operate in the Arctic Ocean, and a ship of this class was featured
in the book and movie of Hunt For Red October.
Answer: Typhoon or Akula
[10] When the Soviets needed both new carriers and new cruisers, Comrade Brezhnev had the
brilliant idea of producing a ship which could serve both roles. For a final ten points, name this
hybrid, which was named for a Ukrainian City.

Answer: Kiev
18. Polk spoke English, a language with no real noun cases. But maybe your experience is
different. For ten points each, identify the following noun cases from description.
[10] This case is used for the direct object of a sentence.
Answer: Accusative
[10] This case is used for the internet object of a sentence.
Answer: Dative
[10] This case is used for something used to do a task.
Answer: Instrumentative
19. Polk didn't really think that Slidell's mission to Mexico would work. I didn't really think that
you'd get 19 tossups in this packet. So I just put another Dinosaurs bonus here. FTPE, identify
the following Dinosaurs.
[10] This close relative of Tyrannosaurus was smaller and named after a Canadian province
Answer: Albertosaurus
[10] This hadrasaur is best known for a series of nests found in Montana. Its name translates to
"good mother lizard".
Answer: Maiasaura or Maiasaurus
[10] Scientists theorize that these "bone-headed" Dinosaurs ran into each other to bonk heads,
much like modern rams.
Answer: Pachycephalosaurus
20. Polk couldn't believe that Congress could pass the RIvers and Harbors Act. I can't believe
that somebody actually got the tossup on it, forcing a Bonus 20. So enjoy your second straight
Dinosaur bonus. Dinosaur intelligence is measured by the EQ, or Encephalization Quotient.
Consider the following Dinosaurs: Triceratops, Anklyosaurus, Tyrannosaurus, Diplodicus,
Velociratpor
FFPEAAFAL, rank them from most encephalized to least.
Answer: Velociraptor, Tyrannosaurus, Triceratops, Anklyosaurus, Diplodicus

